
AUNTIES TWO PATTERNS CORK TOTES CLASS SUPPLY LIST
Instructor:  Mary Stipanovich

Pattern: Aunties Two Patterns Cork Totes #AT643
We will be making the Open Top Large size -  11-¾” wide, 9” deep and 9-½” high

Cork Exterior Fabric: Choose good quality cork fabric and avoid cork that feels like
paper.
Two pieces of cork - 10” high and 18”wide for the bag body
Two pieces of cork - 10” high and 1-¼” wide for side sashing
Interior Lining Fabric:   ¾ yard of quality cotton fabric.
This is for the bag body lining, sashing and pockets
Coordinating Fabric:    ¾ yard of quality cotton fabric.
This is for handles, bottom, binding

Interfacing:
Bag Body and Handles - ByAnnie soft and stable or Pellon Flex Foam F77 1 sided
fusible - You need 24” x 20”
Bottom - Craft Tex Plus double sided fusible interfacing
Or Pellon Peltex 72F Ultra Firm 2 sided fusible stabilizer
You need two pieces 10” x 13”

(Or use pre-cut Craft Tex Plus double sided fusible cork tote bottom by Bosal
Item #CT-L for pattern #AT643 - 9” x 11-¾”)
Shape Flex Pellon SF101 - for Lining and Pockets - ¾ yd

Other Supplies
Temporary adhesive basting fabric spray - Odif 505
Sewing Machine needles 90/14 or microtex 90/14
Hand sewing needles - an assortment
Matching thread for bag construction - 40 or 50 weight
Matching thread for hand stitching bottom - 12 or 30 weight
Pins and wonder clips
Rotary cutter and rulers
Marking pens and small iron
Parchment paper or Teflon sheet
Walking foot and ¼” foot
Double sided ¼” tape for fabric or leather, and/or fabric glue pen
Optional Buttons - 4 to 6  buttons - 1” - ¼” for bottom



PRIOR TO CLASS
Cut Cork:  Bag Body - 2 pieces - 10”h x 18’w

Sashing -  2 pieces - 10”h x 1-¼”w (for finishing side seams)

Cut Lining Fabric: Bag Body - 2 pieces - 10”h x 18”w
Sashing - 2 pieces - 10”h x 2”w
Pockets - 4 pieces - 5”h x 18”w

Cut Coordinating Fabric:
Bottom - 2 pieces - 10”h x 13”w
Handles - 4 pieces  2” x 20”
Bottom Binding - 2 strips 1-¼” x width of fabric
Binding for Bag Top and Pockets - 3 strips 2-12” x width of fabric

Note: Cut your fabric on the lengthwise grain.  The lengthwise grain refers to the
threads that run parallel to the selvages.  Fabric is folded lengthwise as it is cut
from the bolt.  Align selvages and pin and press fabric before cutting.

Cut Interfacing:
Shape Flex - 2 pieces - 10” x 18” and 2 pieces 5” x 18” (lining)
Foam Interfacing - 2 pieces - 10”h x 18”w  (bag body)
Craft Tex or Peltex - 2 pieces - 10” x 13” (bottom)

Class registration policy: All classes must be paid for at the time of registration.
If a class is canceled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the class fee will be
refunded.  Any cancellation must be made at least 72 hours in advance to receive a
refund.  Teachers need time to prepare class handouts and supplies.  Please
register early as possible to ensure your place and to avoid disappointment.
Please have working knowledge of your machine as the educator will not
have time to instruct on the use of your machine

If you have any questions, please text or email me.
Mary Stipanovich  850-545-2586 sydais214@gmail.com.


